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Introduction
The bandwidth problem is one of a large number of interesting questions in graph theory that deal with numbering the vertices of a graph optimizing a certain objective function.
If G = (V, E) is a graph with vertices V and edges E, the bandwidth problem asks to minimize the maximum max IT(v) -t(w)1 e={v,w)& over all bijections t: V+ (0, 1, . . . , (VI -l}. Garey et al. have shown in [l] that even for trees the bandwidth problem is NP-complete. They also introduced the bandwidth problem for directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Here the set of functions is restricted to topological sortings, where a topological sorting of a DAG is a bijection t: V+ (0, . . . , IV1 -l} such that t(u) < t(u), whenever (u, V) is an arc from u to v in the DAG.
Every DAG defines a poset by taking its transitive closure (conversely Hasse diagrams of posets are DAGs) and the topological sortings of a DAG are precisely the linear extensions of the induced poset. Therefore we can define the bandwidth of a poset P as bw(P) = rn? p:;(t(Y) -~(X))J where x-~y means that x is a lower neighbor of y, and where the minimum is computed over all linear extensions z of P. The undirected version of the bandwidth problem for Boolean algebras was solved by Harper [3] , who showed that bw(2") = iTn ( ,i;2J . > . Moghadam [4] solved the (unordered) bandwidth problem for products of chains by giving an algorithm that produces optimal linear extensions in this case.
In [2] it was shown that the bandwidth and the width of order ideals P of planar distributive lattices are almost identical: For each such order ideal P we have w(P) s bw(P) < w(P) + 1.
This last result suggests that for distributive lattices L there is an intimate relationship between the bandwidth bw(L) and the width w(L) of L. In this paper we investigate this relationship for distributive lattices of breadth 3. The breadth of a distributive lattice L is equal to the largest II such that the Boolean lattice 2" is isomorphic to a sublattice of L.
Results
In order to find an upper bound for the bandwidth, we will establish an algorithm that gives a 'suboptimal' solution of the bandwidth problem. We then will use this algorithm to obtain an estimate for the upper bound in the case of distributive lattices of breadth 3. In order to formulate this algorithm, we need the following lemma. Proof. We will use the fact that every distributive lattice L is isomorphic to the lattice 2' of all lower sets of the partially ordered set P of all coprimes of L (An element (Y E L is called coprime if (Y # I , the smallest element of L, and if Ev rZ>cu implies g>(r or r] 3 K). Since L has breadth n, we have w(P) = n. Using Dilworth's theorem, P can be decomposed into n disjoint chains C,, Cz, . . . > C,. Let Q be the direct sum of the Ci, i.e. Q = Cr @. . . @ C,. Then we have a canonical order preserving bijection o : Q --, P, which gives rise to an injection r : 2p + 2 Q defined by r(Z) = o-'(Z). Now for lower sets I, .Z E 2' we have I+ .Z iff .Z = Z U {a} for some (Y $ Z, and this relation is preserved under z. Since 2Q is a product of chains, we can embed it into N" as a lower set (interval), and the composition of this embedding, the map r and the isomorphism between L and 2" has the required properties. 0
From now on, we can assume that L is a sublattice of N" such that for elements E, r,r E L we have 5 + n in L if and only if E + 77 in N". Such a sublattice of tV will be called a tight sublattice.
Of course, a distributive lattice L has ranks, the rank of an element g being defined as the number of elements in a maximal chain from 0 to E, decreased by 1. If L is represented as a tight sublattice of N" such that (0, . . . , 0) E L, then the rank p(g) of 5 can be written as where & denotes the ith coordinate of 5.
We will start with the representation of L as a tight sublattice of N" in order to define a linear extension of L. We use the following version of a lexicographic order on N": For elements 5, rl E N" set 5 5 rl by ,zJ 5Tc77. 
The proofs
We make the following convention: If A G L is a subset, then the number of elements of A is denoted by IA). For a distributive lattice L and an integer m, we denote by L, the set of all elements in L of rank m.
Firstly, we need a characterization of the geometry of level sets. Let L be any distributive lattice, and let 5, rl E L,. We say that E and r) are neighbors in L, provided that 5 A r~ E L,_, (or, equivalently, if 5 v r~ E L,+l).
In this case we write 5 -?I. The set L, becomes an (undirected) graph with vertices L, and edges ((5, 7): 5, rl E L, 5 -q}. As in every graph, we can define the distance If L G N" is a tight sublattice, we can say more. In the following lemma, the term 'line segment' is used in the sense the Euclidean geometry of R" 3 N" =) L. Conversely, every connected subset A of a level of N3 that is convex in the sense of the above lemma occurs as a level set in a distributive lattice. Before we proceed with the proof of this statement, we need one more notation: Let AG{,T$EN": p(E)=m} b e a subset of a level set in the lattice N". We define
Clearly, Since all those sets are contained in the distributive lattice generated by {(x, y, z) E fV3: x + y + z = n}, and since (n, n, n) is an upper bound for A,,, we obtain Ak = 0 for k < 0 and k > 3n. Let
A-G {E E N": p(E) = m -l},

L= UAi.
OG
We will show that L is a sublattice of N3. First, by induction on i, we show that for all i we have:
(1) A,_i is connected, satisfies (*), and A,'_, EA"_.~+~; (2) A,+i is connected, satisfies (*), and Ai+i cA"+~-~.
Obviously, by the way we defined the set A,_i it is enough to verify this statement for i = 1. Thus, let us first assume that we have two points (x, y, z), (u, V, w) E A,_, which have distance 1. After renumbering the coordinates, we may assume that (u, 21, w) = (x + 1, y -1, z). We now have to show that (x, y, z) v (x + 1, y -1, z) = (x + 1, y, z) E A. Assume not. Since (x, y, z) is an infimum of two elements in A, and since the upper neighbor (X + 1, y, z) does not belong to A, we conclude that (x, y + 1, z), (x, y, z + 1) EA. Similarly, (x + 2, y -1, z), (x + 1, y -1, z + 1) EA. Hence the line segment between (x, y + 1, z) and (X + 2, y -1, z) belongs to A. But (X + 1, y, z) is on this line segment, a contradiction.
Next, we show the connectedness of A,_,. and rl=( u, v, W) agree in one coordinate, say z = w. Two of the upper neighbors of c belong to A, and not both those two neighbors can have the third coordinate equal to z + 1. It follows that either (X + 1, y, z) E A or (x, y + 1, z) E A. Similarly, we obtain that either (u + 1, v, z) E A or (u, v + 1, z) E A. Assume that x < u -the case where u <x is treated similarly. In this case, since A is convex, at least one of the four possible line segments between a point in {(x + 1, y, z), (x, y + 1, z)} and a point in {(u, v + 1, z), (u + 1, v, z)} belongs to A. Each of those four line segments contains at least the elements (X + 1, y, z), (x + 2, y -1, z) , . . * , (u -1, v +2, z), (u, v + 1, z), i.e. {(x + 1, y, z), ( x + 2, y -1, z) 
This completes the proof of (1); property (2) is shown analogously. In order to show that L is a sublattice of N3, let Zj, q E L. We would like to show that 5 A q, ,$ v q E L. Let q be the smallest integer such that A, is not empty. Then A, contains only one element. Call this element I . Now pick a chain of elements I = & + &+, + &+2 + -* * + c&+~ = E. Such a chain exists, since 5 has at least one neighbor in its level set. Call the infimum of 5 and this neighbor &+P_l and continue in this way. Similarly, pick a chain I = qs + rlg+l-( * --+ qq+s = ?,I. Utilizing (1) and (2) and using a standard argument in lattice theory, we can now show inductively that &+i v qs+i E L. (Actually, this would be the argument used in the proof of the fact that in a semimodular lattice all maximal chains between two elements have the same length.) Hence 5 v T,J E L, and, dually, 5 A q E L.
We now have obtained a tight sublattice L c_ N3 in which A is a level set. Connecting the smallest element I E L and (0, 0,O) with a maximal chain assures that A is the set of all elements of rank IZ. 0
Our next result deals with the structure of two consecutive level sets. It is intuitively clear that if level L, is 'large', then its neighboring levels L,_l and L ?I+1 have to be large, too. In order to formulate and prove our results, we need the following.
Definition 2.4. LA L be a distributive lattice of breadth 3, and let 5, q, f; E L. If 5 -77 -t -5, then we say that { 5, q, 5;) isatriangle.
If g~~j=&iAf=q~<, then we say that the triangle is oriented upward or an uptriangle. A triangle that is not oriented upward is said to be oriented downward or a downtriangle. Proof. For a fixed integer z,, let CX-(Z,J, a'(z,J EL, be the points in L, with z-coordinate equal to z, and minimum, maximum x-coordinate respectively. Because of the convexity of L, all points on the line connecting cC(Z~) with CX+(Z,,) also belong to L, and thus L, does not contain any 'holes'. Therefore every inner face of L, is a triangle. 0
In the next lemma, we find a relationship between the size of a level set L, and the sizes of its neighboring level sets L,_l and L,+,. As we already pointed out in the definition preceding (2. Every edge in L, will generate an element in LT; two different edges in L, will generate the same vertex in L, + iff they belong to the same downward directed triangle. Thus points generated by edges belonging to the same downward directed triangle will be counted 3 times. Therefore we obtain ICI = e -2f-. Proof. Note that an edge not belonging to the boundary belongs to exactly one upward on one downward triangle. 3f + counts the edges of L, that belong to an upward directed triangle, and 3f -is the number of edges belonging to a downward directed triangle. Therefore 3(f+ -f-) = b+ -b-since only those edges do not cancel that belong to only one class of triangles, i.e. the edges of b+ and b-.
0
We are looking for an upper bound of (b+ -b-1 that is a monotone function $J of I&l. In this case, we will find that Let 5 E L, be a vertex that has degree one (i.e. only one edge is adjacent to Q. Then L, \ {E} is still connected and satisfies the convexity condition ( * ) of (2.3), hence this set is a level set in a distributive lattice L'. Moreover, since the degree of 5 is equal to 1, the unique edge adjacent to E does not belong to any triangle, hence not to the boundary of L,. It follows that LA = L,\ {lj} and L, have the same boundary. Since r/~ is supposed to be monotone, we obtain lb+ -b-l 6 wW1l) =G WLI)~ H ence, in order to establish such a bound with a monotone function $J, we may assume every vertex in L, has at least degree 2.
Next, let dL, denote the graph consisting of all edges in b+ and b-together with all vertices adjacent to those edges. A vertex 5 E dL, is called a convex vertex if E is adjacent to exactly two edges e,, e2 E 3L, and if the unique triangles A, and A2 in L, that contain e, and e2 have an edge in common.
Two triangles having an edge in common have opposite orientation and therefore cancel out in f' -f-.
Again, L, \ { lj} is connected and satisfies ( * ) of (2.3). The connectedness is easy: Let e I and e; be the edges in A, and A, respectively, that are not the common edges of the two triangles, and that are also different from e, and e2. Every path using 5 has to contain the edges e, and e2. Replacing e, and e, by e; and ei given a new path in LL = L, \ (5) that also connects the same endpoints as the old path. The condition (*) also follows, because a convex vertex can only be an endpoint of a line segment in L,. Again, LI, is a level set in a lattice L'. Since the triangles of LA are the triangles of L, with A, and A2 removed, and since A1 and A2 have opposite orientation, the numbers b+ -b-= 3(f+ -f-) are the same for LA and L,. Hence, by repeating our above argument, we may assume that L, has no convex vertices.
Our next reduction involves extreme triangles. A triangle A z L, is called extreme if one of its vertices E has degree 2. Every vertex of degree 2 of A is called an extreme vertex.
An extreme upward oriented triangle is called maximal, and an extreme downward oriented triangle is called minimal. Again, removing an extreme vertex f from L, does not change the connectivity nor does it change the validity of ( * ). Therefore, if L, would contain extreme triangles Ai and A2 of opposite orientation, we could remove two extreme vertices & E Ai of degree 2 from L, without changing b+ -b-.
Hence we may assume that all vertices of L, have degree 2 or higher, that L, does not contain any convex vertices, and that all extreme triangles are oriented downward. In this case, we would like to show that L, is a 'large' downward oriented triangle, i.e. there are numbers xmax, y,,,,,, z,,,,, E N such that Proof. Assume L, contains no maximal triangles. From lemma 2.8, we then know that all maximal points are not unique, i.e. (A,,,I , IB,.,J, IC,,,I > 1. Let G= (x0, Yl, zInax ) be defined as in the proof of 2.8(iii). Then I;: : = (x0 + 1, y, -1, z,,,) is also in C,,,. We know from this proof, that the point (Y~ = (x0 + 1, Yl, Gnax -1) also belongs to L,. If also Q: = (x0, y, + 1, z,,,,, -1) is in L,, then the points cu,, f& 5;: f orm a convex corner of L,, contradicting the assumption that L, contains no convex corners. Thus a2 is not in L,, but then 1y,, c,',, I;: is a minimum triangle with extreme corner [x', and thus IZ$ must be the unique x-minimal point E-. By the analog argument we find that c; is the unique y-mimimal point r,r-of L,. Repeating this for the maximum sets A,,, and B,,, we find that all mimimal points are unique and that g-= <& = n,',, r]-= c; = g;, and ?.-= Ez = q:, and thus L, is a 'large' down-triangle with corners g-, q-, and I;-. If L, does not contain any minimal triangles the dual proof shows that L, is a 'large' up-triangle with corners in the unique maximal points E+, rl+ and 5'. 0
We now have shown that L, is a 'large' equilateral triangle with side length z max -4ni" 7 i.e. each side contains z,,,,, -.z,;, many edges and z,,,,, -z,;, + 1 many vertices. It is easy to compute that Using this inequality, (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain
The inequality lLn-il 2 JL,( -$qmi + 1 is shown similarly. We now are ready to prove our result on the bandwidth. Let L be a distributive lattice of breadth 3, and let P = L, U L,+l be the partially ordered set that is the union of two consecutive level sets in L. Recall that we intend to use the following linear extension C of P: For points (x, y, z), (u, V, w) E P we have We have to compare this maximum with the width of P.
(1) Hence the first coordinate of y is greater than or equal to X. Since the first coordinate of y is the maximum of a, and a,, we may assume that a, 3 x. Then, since go a, and since the first coordinate of 5 is equal to X, we obtain ao=x, yz=b,.
If the first coordinate of B would be also equal to X, then we also had y Z= bl, hence the first coordinate a of y would be equal to x, and the second coordinate b of y would be less than or equal to y. Proof, Again, the arguments are almost identical, so we will concentrate on (2) only. From (2.11) we know that either A; n B, = 0 or A; rl B, = {(x, y + 1, z)}.
Firstly, assume that A$ rl BE = 0. Then, since A, is convex and connected, there is a tight distributive lattice M s IV3 such that M,, = A,. Moreover, by the proof of (2.3) we may assume that M,,, =A;. Proposition (2.10) yields Otherwise, A, is a large triangle, and we will show that A, is upward oriented. Since (x, y + 1, z) EA$, it must be obtained as the supremum of two elements in A,. It follows that (X -1, y + 1, z) l AE.
If (n, y -1, z + 1) were in A,, then from the assumption that A, has no vertices of degree 1 and from the convexity of A, it would follow that (X -1, y, z + 1) E A,, and thus (x, y, z) were a convex vertex, contradicting our assumptions. On the other hand, (x, y, z) must have a second neighbor in A,, which then must be (x -1, y, z + 1) E A,. Thus A = {(x, y, z), (X -1, y + 1, z), (x -1, y, z + 1)) sAg is an upward directed extreme triangle, and hence A, is upward directed.
It now follows from (2.6) that IA;1 a IAsl, and IA,1 + l&l 6 IAS'I + &I = IA; U BEI + 1 c IAS+ U B,l + ;(l + qm).
This completes the proof of (2.12). 0
Now assume that IA,( 6 IBsl. Since A; U B, G L,+l is an antichain, (2) implies lAgI+ l&l c W'> + f(l + 'i4(lA~I + l&l) -7).
The same inequality follows from (3) The same inequality is true, if we substitute the width of L by the cardinality of the largest level set of L.
Concluding remarks
We conjecture that our upper bounds are not sharp. For posets P that are unions of two consecutive level sets in a distributive lattice L E N3, it should not be too difficult to prove that (w(P) -1) + dm is a better upper bound. For distributive lattices of breadth 3 we conjecture that w(P) + I/m is a sharp upper bound for the bandwidth. There are examples of distributive lattices L of breadth 3 with roughly 100 elements for which the bandwidth is equal to w(L) + (m-provided that one only considers linear extensions that also respect the level sets of L; it is not quite clear whether linear extensions that do not respect level sets would yield a smaller bandwidth. Especially, for those examples the linear extension jlL considered in this paper will not be optimal.
If the upper bounds for consecutive level sets and distributive lattices are indeed correct, then we would have the interesting phenomenon that optimal linear extensions between consecutive level sets cannot be glued together to find optimal extensions for distributive lattices.
For distributive lattices L in general we conjecture that bw(L) s &v(L).
For distributive lattices of breadth 4 we will present a proof of this inequality in a later paper; but the case where bw(L) 2 5 is completely open.
